Premium Clubhouse with High Performance Wi-Fi
PRISM Wi-Fi Delivers Successful and Excellent Guest Experience
BACKGROUND STORY
Object: Private premium clubhouse
Location: Sun Moon Lake, Taiwan
This premium clubhouse has been established
in 2022, located near Sun Moon Lake. The Sun
Moon Lake is a beautiful alpine lake located in
Nantou, the middle of Taiwan.
This premium clubhouse deploying Prism MI10
Wi-Fi 6 Mesh routers. This private guest house
has been tailored to ensure the privacy and
entertainment of the customers for business or
leisure visits; the Prism Wi-Fi helps to build the
optimized Wi-Fi in the whole-house large area,
making VIP enjoy the vital amenity of the
exceptional Wi-Fi experience.

REQUIREMENTS
The clubhouse has a laid back and luxurious
vibe for business or leisure visits.
All visitors need to stay connected while
relaxing, including chat, call, or share video that
helps stay close to all the people.
The clubhouse offers secure and high-speed WiFi Access covering the whole clubhouse indoor
and outdoor area.
A lot business and commercial events are held
at the clubhouse which require business
communication and synchronization. The
premium clubhouse must provide a secured
connection for business meet, chat, and
collaborate with the team from everywhere.

CHALLENGES
The clubhouse’s host intends to install the AP in
a hidden position that does not affect daily lives
and work of the residents.

PRISM SOLUTIONS
•
Prism MI10 Wi-Fi 6 AX6600 Tri-Radio Mesh Router
•
Remotely controlled by PrismXTM Controller Cloud Service
The Prism MI10 Wi-Fi 6 AX6600 Tri-Radio Indoor Mesh Router has
been installed inside the wall cabinet in the lounge room.
The installation position is been determined by the AP’s site survey
function to ensure to have the perfect WLAN design for the
environment.
Fast Wi-Fi can be accessed to the whole open area at the premium
clubhouse. The high-speed Internet always serve when the guests
enjoy the outdoor playground and BBQ facilities.
The high-speed wireless internet allows all guest to use the laptop or mobile device every corner.
Enjoy complimentary high-speed Wi-Fi while relaxing in the comfort of the clubhouse.

The Prism MI10 Wi-Fi 6 AX6600 Tri-Radio Indoor Mesh Router also provides WPA3 encryption
network and support VPN tunnel so that the guests can work remotely with a securely encrypted
connection to private network over the public Internet.
This private guest house has been tailored to ensure the privacy and entertainment of the customers
for business or leisure visits; the Prism Wi-Fi helps build the optimized Wi-Fi with secure and high
speed in the whole-house large area, making VIP enjoy the vital amenity of the exceptional Wi-Fi
experience.
For more details and case studies, visit www.prismwifi.com
*The seller is Brtech. Brtech is PRISM’s official distributor in Taiwan.

